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Your guide Ney

Dear explorer,

My official name is Rosiney Lima Maia, but all my friends 
call me Ney. I was raised inside the jungle in a small village, 
where I have learned how to hike, fish, hunt and camp in the 
rainforest of the Amazon. 

I have started as a jungle guide to show tourists the way to 
the jungle in 2000. In the meanwhile I have learnt english, 
so I can tell you all the jungle stories of the Amazon. 

River cruises are an excellent way to discover the Amazon, 
because water is present just about everywhere in the 
rainforest. Therefore I am happy that I can offer you a 
range of great cruises.

If you want to join my river cruise, just contact me via
e-mail at info@neyecoadventures.com or book a cruise of 
NEY Eco Adventures online.

Ate logo!

Ney



River cruises

River cruise 3 days

River cruise 5 days

>

>

Private cruises >

Yacht Camiiba >



River Cruise
 3 Days in the Amazon



Program

You are picked up from your hotel around 7:30 AM and
leave Manaus harbour at 8:00 to see the phenomenon of the
Meeting of the Waters. This is the place where the Rio Negro
and the muddy water of the Solimões river meet. At noon
you have lunch with fish, tropical fruits rice and macaroni.

3 day cruise

Day 1

After lunch you will explore the Solimões river to view birds 
and visit the Caboco house and view artistic indigenous 
people. 

You will go for a walk to see the monkeys and view the 
vitoria regia planta acuatica, a waterplant with enormous 
leaves, that can carry a small animal or person.

Then you go piranha fishing in a small vessel. A little bit of 
bait and a simple fishing rod are enought to catch piranhas. 
You return to eat and sleep on the boat for the first night.



You wake up at 5:30 AM to see the sunrise over the 
Amazon. This is a wonderful sight and you will also enjoy 
the numberous birds and other animals that are already 
awake. Around 7:00 AM breakfast is served. 

Day 2

Then you explore the rio Negro (black river) where you 
can see the pink dolphins. You also have the opportunity to 
swim with these amazing animals and you can take pictures 
of course. 

You return from the jungle to the boat after a jungle walk in 
the morning. 

Next you sail to a beach where we make broiled fish and you 
can enjoy a swim in the Amazon. 

You return to Manaus early in the afternoon, so you can 
continue your journey in Brasil.

After lunch you leave the ship to camp in the jungle with 
the group. This is an adventure in its own right! You will be 
surprised by the sounds that you hear during the night.

Day 3

Program continued

  

Book my 3 Day river cruise >

More information about the price

http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/book-now/reserve-your-3-day-river-cruise/item77


River Cruise
 Rio Negro & Anavilianas



Program Day 1Program

Meeting of the Waters
You start your cruise from your hotel where we pick you up 
around 7:30 AM. You travel directly to the Port of Manaus. 
After arranging your cabin, you can have a look at the 
nearby markets. They sell all kinds of medicinal plants and 
fishes large and small that originate from the Amazon. If you 
have some last-minute items to buy or look for a few nice
souvenirs, this is a good opportunity.

The ship cruises first towards the famous Meeting of the 
Waters. This is the place where the dark Rio Negro meets 
the muddy Solimões River. The two rivers continue next to 
each other without mixing for several kilometers. The jungle 
guide will explain this phenomenon in detail. You can also 
feel the difference between the rivers yourself.

The ship sails upstream on the Rio Negro. After lunch on 
board you will explore the Igapó channel with a small vessel. 
This trip leads you through a swamp which is home to a lot 
of wildlife. We start to go up on the negro river and look for 
a place to sleep in Jacaré Ubal.

You have dinner with local dishes and can join a discovery 
tour to spot frogs and snakes in the evening.



Program Day 2

You wake up early to see the sunrise over the Amazon, an 
amazing sight when the weather is not too cloudy. Then you 
have a look on the small river of Paricatuba, where you have 
a good opportunity to see all kinds of birds. It is best to
wear trousers and shirts with long sleeves, as it may still be 
chilly early in the morning.

 Pink River Dolphins

After the breakfast we go by ship to an area called Ariaú. 
This is a home to a small, muddy river with a lot of wildlife. 
We will try to see a sloth and the parrots that live around 
here. We reunite with the main ship in different place for 
lunch.  

After lunch we go for fishing for piranha. A simple rod with 
some chicken can be enough to catch them. The next event 
is to swim with the pink river dolphins around 4:30 PM. 
These animals with their characteristic long mouth and pink 
color are friendly creatures and you can feel their soft skin if 
they come close. This is a perfect opportunity to make some 
great photos. Besides that, you can see the pirarucu or ara-
paima, a fish which is raised here as part of a conversation 
program. The pirarucu can grow up to 3 meters and is very 
strong!

You will go to see the sunset and hear the sound of the forest 
in the early evening. Then we go by ship to the Anavilianas 
archipelago where we go to sleep this night.  



Program Day 3

You visit the national park Anavilhanas today. This park 
contains one of the largest archipelagos in the word, with 
over 400 islands in the Rio Negro. You make a 3 hours trip 
with the small vessel, which includes a hike on one of the 
islands. The archipelago has lots of monkeys and parrots.

Nationalpark Anavilhanas

After lunch, you go to camp in the jungle. This is an amaz-
ing experience, where you sleep in you own hammock in 
the middle of the jungle. You will be surprised by the sounds 
that you hear. You first hike to the camp and then we gath-
er wood to prepare our own campfire. The fire is used to 
prepare a jungle barbecue. We bring our own food, mineral 
water, hammocks and mosquito nets from the ship. If you 
prefer to sleep on the ship instead of in the jungle, this is 
possible as well.

CC photo Jason Auch



Program Day 4

You wake up in the camp and head back to the ship with the 
group for breakfast. The ship sails down river to the national 
park Estadual Rio Negro. The guide will explain everything 
about this amazing place and its history: how people got 
very rich due to the rubber trade and how the city they built, 
got abandoned later on.   

Park Estadual & the Lost 
City

You travel in the afternoon to the Indian village of Tatuyu. 
We will use the small boat to explore the surrounding
 nature and watch the sunset. Dinner is served on the ship. 
The night is reserved to relax on the ship and watch the 
Milky Way that is clearly visible, because you are far away 
from any big city.



Program Day 5

You will go to visit the small Indian community of Tatuyu 
where you will discover how the local people live in this 
area and what they do for a living. The visit takes around 
one hour in the community and includes a visit to the local 
school. If you wish, you can bring some gifts for the school 
children.

Indian Community & 
Rubber Museum

 The final visit of the cruise is at the Rubber museum Vila 
Paraiso. This gives you a great impression how rubber was 
produced and stored in big warehouses before it was shipped 
for export. You will also see how the people lived during the 
production of rubber.

The cruise ship then heads back to Manaus harbor where we 
will dock around 17:30 in the afternoon. We bring you back 
to your hotel in Manaus or to the airport if you travel on 
directly after the cruise.



Private cruises



  

Private cruise

Create your own trip
If you want to fully customize your trip or are want to enjoy 
the Amazon just with your family or friends, a private cruise 
is your best choice. Also if you organize a group travel to the 
Amazon for your travel agency, a private cruise is definitely 
worth considering. 

Get a quote

How does it work?

Benefits
A private river cruise through the Amazon has the following 
benefits:
• Program fully customized based on your needs
• Start and end the trip when you want
• Absolute privacy on the boat

Request a quote for my private cruise >

We discuss the specific wishes of your group with you and 
make suggestions about possible activities to fulfill them. 
Then we create an itinerary for you and agree on the 
schedule and dates that the private cruise will take place. 
We are very flexible, so you can basically start the trip at any 
time you wish each day of the week.

After agreeing on the travel plan, we arrange the ship, crew, 
supplies and other resources you will need during the trip. A 
crew usually consists of a professional jungle guide or fishing 
expert, a cook and the captain to navigate the ship. This 
means you don’t have to worry about any logistics or any 
housekeeping tasks and can fully enjoy the Amazon and the 
richness of the nature around you. Our crew will take care of 
you.

If you want to receive a quote for the private cruise that you 
have in mind, please do contact us and let us know your 
dream cruise. 

http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/contact/item4


Your yacht

The ship has 3 rooms for 2 persons
each, one with an inside bathroom.
Each room can be cooled with
airconditioning.

The ship also offers 3 places for
guests that prefer to sleep in a
hammock.

The luxury yacht Camiiba has a
length of 30 meters and can host
up to 9 guests.

The upper deck offers a great view
of the surrounding jungle.

A speedboat is available to check
small creeks and to go to land.

Camiiba
The luxury yacht Camiiba is your home during the cruise.
Its size makes it perfect to explore the big and small rivers of
the Amazon rainforest in a comfortable way.



Eco Tourism requires a delicate balance between exploring 
nature without profoundly disturbing it. We respect the 
animals and plants of the rainforest and urge you to do the 
same. We want to keep the jungle tidy and sustain the lodge 
in an environmentally friendly manner. This is not an easy 
task, but we do our best to improve ourselves over time.

We all make mistakes and therefore not every tour goes 
flawlessly. If you feel your tour or a part of it went wrong, 
please let us know timely. We will discuss what has
happened and what we can do about it. If we can’t make it 
up, we agree what the tour was worth to you and pay you 
back the difference, maximized by the tour amount. Please 
note that we can’t guarantee the weather or the animals that 
you will see in the rainforest. 

You explore the jungle best if you travel with a small group: 
you see more, hear more and experience more. Therefore we 
limit the group size of our tours to a maximum of 6 persons. 

A guide can make or break your tour. Therefore we work 
with experienced, native guides who have a profound 
knowledge of the rainforest. They strive to be attentive and 
flexible to accommodate your needs. Our guides all speak 
English and Portuguese, some speak German, French or 
Italian.    
 

Ney Eco Adventures is a family business. We run our own 
jungle lodge, Pousada Ecológica do Rio Urubu, in the
middle of the rainforest and several family members work in 
the company. We like to eat good food and share that with 
you. Also we enjoy telling stories and a couple of jokes, so 
you feel at home.

Small groups

Quality
guides

Business    Principles

Family
Atmosphere

Respect 
for Nature

Money back 
guarantee

We run our tour operator based on the
 following fundamentals:



Tours may be cancelled up to 2 weeks before the start of a 
trip. Tours cancelled more than 2 weeks before the start are 
refunded, excluding the reservation costs. If a tour is 
cancelled within 2 weeks of the start of a tour, the 
reservation costs and pre-payment are not refunded.

In case you want to change a tour date, please contact us 
and we will check wat the possibilities are. 

Booking your cruise

Prices

Cancellations & Changes

How it works
You can reserve your tour online with NEY Eco Adventures. 
Please indicate which day you would prefer to start and 
include any preferences you may have.

We will check if the cruise is possible at the date you have
chosen and communicate this to you. If we have confirmed
your trip and you have transferred the pre-payment, your
booking is definite.

A pre-payment is required of 30 percent of the total amount
due for the tour and the reservation costs. You can make 
your payment via our secure payment server. We support  
all major credit cards and more than 100 other payment 
methods. The remaining payment has to be made in cash 
with US dollars or Brasilian reais upon arrival.

Payment

The prices mentioned are the prices per person for a tour. 
The price in Brasilian reais is leading, prices in other 
currencies may vary due to fluctuations in exchange rates. 
The prices in this brochure are valid until December 31, 2019 
Reservation costs are US$ 20.



>

>

>

What is included?
All prices of the cruises include an experienced
jungle guide, alle excursions, food, mineral water and fruit 
juices, the transfer from the airport to your hotel in Manaus 
and transport to and from the boat and your hotel or the 
airport of Manaus.  

Book your 3 Day cruise

The prices mentioned are the prices per person for a cruise.

Click on the cruise you want to do
to reserve it online

3 Day river cruise
cabin with shower

US$  850
Book now

Request quote
Private river cruise
create your own adventure

Price from US$3,000

3 Day river cruise
cabin

US$ 650
Book now

http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/book-now/item14
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/contact/item4
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/book-now/reserve-your-3-day-river-cruise/item77
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/book-now/reserve-your-3-day-river-cruise/item77
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The prices mentioned are the prices per person for the tour.
The price in Brasilian reais is leading, prices in other 
currencies may vary due to fluctuations in exchange rates.

>

What is included?
The price includes an experienced, english speaking
jungle guide, alle excursions, food, mineral water and fruit 
juices, the transfer from the airport to your hotel in Manaus 
and transport to and from the boat and back to your hotel 
or the airport of Manaus.  

Book your 5 Day cruise

The prices mentioned are the prices per person for a cruise.

Click on the type of accomodation 
you want to have and reserve it 
online

Book now
5 Day River cruise
cabin

US$ 1,025

Request quote
Private river cruise
create your own adventure

Price from US$ 3,000

5 Day river cruise
cabin with shower

 US$ 1,450
Book now

http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/book-now/item14
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/book-now/item14
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/book-now/item14
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/book-now/item14
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/contact/item4
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/contact/item4
http://www.amazontourmanaus.com/contact/item4
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